UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING STUDIES

REQUIREMENTS:

Entry requirement: At least six semesters of non-English language study, or equivalent competence as certified by the Program in Translation and Interpreting Studies.

Minimum hours of credit: 12

Required coursework:

1. TRST 201: Introduction to Translation Studies (3 hours). This course counts toward the General Education requirement in Literatures and Arts.

2. TRST 410: Translation and Interpreting Theory and Practice (3-4 hours*) Students are advised to take TRST 201 before taking TRST 410.

3. One elective course chosen from the following list (3-4 hours*):

   - TRST 403 German-English Translation: Theory and Practice (same as GER 403)
   - TRST 412 Spanish/English Translation (same as SPAN 410)
   - TRST 413 Arabic-English Translation (same as ARAB 413)
   - TRST 415 Machine Translation: History and Applications (same as LING 415)
   - TRST 419 Techniques in Translation I (same as FR 419)
   - TRST 430 Chinese Poetry and Translation (same as EALC 425)
   - TRST 431 History of Translation (same as CLCV 430, CWL 430, ENGL 486, GER 405, SLAV 430, and SPAN 436)
   - TRST 432 Audio Visual Translation Studies
   - TRST 501 Applied Literary Translation I
   - TRST 502 Applied Literary Translation II (prerequisite: TRST 501 or consent of Translation & Interpreting Studies Director; Same as CWL 512, EALC 512, GER 512, and SLAV 502)
   - TRST 505 Commercial and Technical Translation
   - TRST 506 Translation for the Professions
   - TRST 503 CAT Tools
   - TRST 508 Localization
   - TRST 541 Community Interpreting
   - TRST 542 Conference Interpreting
   - TRST 580 Special Topics in Translation (May be applied to certificate only once.)

Courses that are cross-listed will apply toward the certificate regardless of the rubric under which the student enrolls.
4. A second elective course. If not chosen from the above list, the student must present a course description and syllabus to the Program in Translation and Interpreting Studies, demonstrating the course's direct relevance to the field of Translation & Interpreting Studies. Generally, language courses will not be approved for elective credit. (3-4 hours*)

*Certificate students who may be interested in applying for the MA in Translation & Interpreting may choose to enroll in the Graduate sections of the 400-level certificate courses, which earn 4 hours of credit each. If a student who has completed or is completing the undergraduate certificate is accepted to the MA program, up to 12 hours of credit from certificate coursework may transfer to the MA, providing that

a) the course credit has not previously been applied toward a degree or other transcripted credential; and

2) the credit transferred represents graded graduate level course work; and

3) that student has earned a grade of B or better in the course.